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SUMMARY

In flood analysis, apart from extreme precipitation or sudden snow melt, also the duration or persistence of high
water levels needs proper description. The purpose of this paper is to estimate tail probabilities from the joint
distribution of variables such as one-day annual maximum river discharges and its aggregate seven-day annual
maximum discharges. An application will be shown to the river Rhine in The Netherlands. The marginal
distributions of the annual maxima (AM) exceeding certain thresholds are assumed to be bounded Strict Pareto and
the logistic copula is used for the joint distribution. The main methodological issue discussed is the fitting of the
logistic copula within a Bayesian framework. The estimation of parameters are obtained through a Markov Chain
Monte Carlo simulation. In this respect, the paper provides a method for selecting the univariate and bivariate
thresholds. Copyright # 2007 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In flood analysis, apart from extreme precipitation or sudden snow melt, the duration or persistence of

high water levels also needs proper description.

In 1993, the Mississippi River basin in the Midwestern United States experienced anomalously high

rainfall. Record flooding resulted from an abnormally persistent atmospheric weather pattern. Moist,

unstable air flowing northward from the Gulf of Mexico converged with unseasonally cool, dry air

moving southward from Canada, and this pattern was very consistent.

Walker et al. (1994) analysed the monthly mean discharges of 1993 and compared them with

long-term climatological values of minimum, mean, and maximum discharges, compiled from data

collected over the past 63 years. This data analysis reveals that monthly mean discharges were above

normal during the first 9 months of 1993. Monthly mean discharges of April and May 1993 were

approximately 50% higher than their long-term monthly mean values. August and September 1993

discharges exceeded those of the previous 63 years. Discharge in August 1993 exceeded that of an

average month during the annual spring flood (Figure 1).
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As a result of extreme rain during July 1997, Poland was affected by a devastating flood, the worst

experienced in the past 200 years. Areas in seven voivodships in the upper and middle Oder river basin

and upper Vistula river basin were flooded over 25% of their territory causing a flood damage of

approximately 3 billion US dollars. Also for this flood event, the main cause had to be found in the

abnormally persistent atmospheric weather pattern above middle Europe in the summer of 1997. A

statistical analysis of the flood occurrence was reported by Van Gelder et al. (1999).

In this paper, the persistence of the river Rhine will be studied. The Rhine is one of the largest and

most important rivers of Europe, with its origin in Grisons, Switzerland and its mouth in the North Sea.

The basin countries are Switzerland, Italy, Liechtenstein, Austria, Germany, France, Luxembourg, and

finally The Netherlands. Its length is1320 km and source elevation Vorderrhein: approximately 2600m.

The average discharge at Basel: 1060m3/s, at Strasbourg: 1080m3/s, at Cologne: 2090m3/s, and at the

Dutch border (location Lobith): 2260m3/s. The total watershed area is 185 000 km2. The Rhine gave

high water levels in 1993 and 1995, which caused significant damage in the upstream countries, and

caused concern in The Netherlands. For safety 250 000 people in low lying areas along the Dutch part

of the Rhine were evacuated.

In The Netherlands, flood defences such as river dikes are designed and constructed with

probabilistic engineering. Annual maxima (AM) and peaks over threshold river discharges are analysed

with statistical models. The DutchMinistry of Water Management and Public Works prescribes the use

of an exponential distribution for the river Rhine (Van de Langemheen and Berger, 2001):

Q ¼ a � lnðTÞ þ bwith a ¼ 1517:78 and b ¼ 5964:63; valid for 2 < T < 25 andQ

¼ a � lnðTÞ þ bwith a ¼ 1316:44 and b ¼ 6612:61; valid for 25 < T < 10:000

Figure 1. Mississippi River discharge for January through September 1993 in comparison with long-term monthly means,

maxima, and minima from 1930–1992 (Walker et al., 1994)
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in whichQ the Rhine discharge at Lobith (in m3/s) and T the recurrence interval in years, which is equal

to one over the exceedance probability. The distribution is plotted in Figure 2. Notice that the threshold

level is taken as 7000m3/s (with a recurrence interval of 2 years). This is exactly the moment when the

water levels exceed the summer dikes and discharge water in the winter bed. The moment, when water

levels exceed the winter dikes, occurs with a recurrence interval of 1250 years (according to Dutch law

for dike construction).

Persistence of high river discharges receive not so much attention in research than peak discharge

analysis. For the river Rhine, some persistence analysis has been carried out by Buishand and

Lenderink (2004) and Wojcik et al. (2004). The current paper will investigate the persistence of the

river Rhine by developing a model for 7-day aggregate AM. The proposed model will be a joint

probability distribution with the 1-day AM discharge. The so-called logistic copula will be introduced

in Section 2, followed by an investigation of the threshold selection for the 7-day and 1-day AMs. An

negative differential entropy (NDE) approach is followed for that purpose. In Section 4, the parameters

of the logistic copula are estimated with Bayesian methods, using MCMC. In Section 5, finally, a

proposal for threshold selection of bivariate data is elaborated.

2. LOGISTIC COPULA

The dataset consists of the daily discharges of the Rhine river measured in m3/s at Lobith from 1

January 1901 till 31 December 1996. We consider the annual 1-day maximum X as the one variable and

Figure 2. Discharge quantiles (in m3/s) as a function of recurrence interval (in years) for the river Rhine at the location Lobith

(border between The Netherlands and Germany)
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the 7-day aggregate annual maximum Y as the other variable. The purpose of this paper is to consider

the joint distribution of X and Y through the logistic copula (Tawn, 1988), although other copulas could

also be applied. Many of the currently known models for bivariate (multivariate) extreme value

distributions are restrictive. Nadarajah (1999a) introduced a new model based on polynomial terms

with a high simplicity and flexibility. The model is also suitable for simulation of bivariate extremes as

shown in Nadarajah (1999b). A list of explicit algebraic expressions is given for ready implementation

of the methodology. A generalisation of the methodology to multivariate extremes is also outlined in

Nadarajah (1999b). The distribution function of the logistic copula, to be discussed in this paper, is

given by

G u; nð Þ ¼ exp � u
�f þ n

�f
� �1=f

� �
; u; n >; f > 1 (1)

where the random variables U and V have Fréchet marginals (Nadarajah et al., 1999), namely

U ¼ �1

logFx xjtxð Þ ;V ¼ �1

logFy yjty
� � (2)

It is assumed that the marginal distributions of X and Y bounded by the thresholds tx and ty ,

respectively, are Strict Pareto (Beirlant et al., 2004) with the distribution function of X for instance

given by

FxðxjtxÞ ¼ 1� x

tx

� ��1=gx

; x > tx (3)

gx is the extreme value index (EVI) for the daily maximum and similarly will gy be the EVI for the

7-day aggregate maxima. The EVI is a parameter indicating an EVI in modelling the extremes through

a Pareto model. If the EVI is close to zero, then a model from the Gumbel class may be appropriate to

consider. Since X� Yand Y is a 7-day aggregate variable, we can state a priori that gx� gy To take care

of this constraint, gx and gy will have to be estimated jointly. Figure 3 shows the 1-day AM plotted

against the 7-day aggregate AM with thresholds tx¼ 7750m3/s and ty¼ 49 845m3/s, respectively. The

logistic copula is also suitable for analysing n-day aggregate maxima with m-day aggregate maxima to

study the quantile behaviour for pairs such as (n, m)¼ (1, 14), (1, 28), (7, 14), (7, 28).

The parameter f � 1 in Equation (1) is a dependence parameter indicating independence if f � 1.

The estimation of f will be done using the mode of the posterior distribution of f with prior

pðfÞ / exp E log gðU;VÞf g (4)

(referred to as the MDI prior, Zellner (1977)) where the joint density of U and V from Equation (1) is

given by

gðu; vÞ ¼ G½u�f þ v�f�1f�2
v
�f�1

u
�f�1 ðu�f þ v

�fÞ1f þ ðf� 1Þ
h i

(5)

The sample space is discretised at m2 points (ui,vj) such that ui 2 ð0; 7Þ and; n
j
2 ð0; 7Þ; i ¼

1; . . . ;m; j ¼ 1; . . . ;m for large m. Taking E log g U;Vð Þ ¼ Pm
i¼1

Pm
j¼1 log g ui; nj

� �
g ui; nj
� �

, the prior

for f is calculated and turns out to be close to a uniform distribution.
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3. CHOOSING THE THRESHOLDS

It is assumed that the 1-day annual maximum X and the aggregate 7-day annual maximum Y are

distributed bounded Strict Pareto, respectively, with, for example, the distribution function of X given

by Equation (3).

An approach to select the threshold is through the entropy of the Dirichlet distribution. Suppose the

true distribution function of X conditional on tx is F
� xjtxð Þ and we assume FxðxjtxÞ given in Equation (3)

as our best belief to describe F�ðxjtxÞ. According to the ordered partition x1; . . . ; xk of the sample

space on exceedances of tx;F
�ðxjtxÞ can be described through a Dirichlet process with

parameters FxðxjtxÞ and b (Ferguson, 1973, 1983; Lo, 1984; Mazzuchi, 2002). The Dirichlet

process is a non-parametric process where the spacings in the probabilities of occurrences of

the observations are assumed to be Dirichlet distributed. The advantage is that a new approach

through the entropy of the Dirichlet distribution for selecting the threshold is considered.

The concentration parameter b is chosen as b¼ kþ 1 which will be explained. Let

n1 ¼ bFxðx1jtxÞ; n2 ¼ bfFxðx2jtxÞ � Fxðx1jtxÞg; . . . ; nkþ1 ¼ bf1� FxðxkjtxÞg and Yi; i ¼ 1; . . . ; k þ 1

as the random variables Y1 ¼ F�ðx1jtxÞ; Y2 ¼ F�ðx2jtxÞ � F�ðx1jtxÞ; . . . ; Ykþ1 ¼ 1� F�ðxkjtxÞ; then the
Dirichlet process defines Y1; . . . ; Ykþ1 to be Dirichlet distributed with parameters n1; . . . ; nkþ1: Denote
the joint density of Y1; . . . ; Yk by yðy1; . . . ; ykþ1Þ stating Y1; . . . ; Ykþ1

~Dðn1; . . . ; nkþ1Þ:
The selection of the threshold tx above will be done by considering the entropy of the Dirichlet

distribution. The entropy captures the information from the data and the idea is to look at the threshold

Figure 3. One-day annual maxima discharges, x, on the Rhine and 7-day aggregate annual maxima y with thresholds

tx¼ 7750m3/s and ty¼ 49 845m3/s
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where the information from the data is optimal. This is equivalent to minimise the NDE relative to the

lower bound. Honkela (2001) showed that the NDE for yðY1; . . . ; Ykþ1Þ is given by

Jkþ1 ¼ E log yðY1; . . . ; Ykþ1Þ ¼ logGðn0Þ �
Xkþ1

i¼1

logGðniÞ þ
Xkþ1

i¼1

ðni � 1ÞfcðniÞ � cðn0Þg (6)

where n0 ¼
Pkþ1

i¼1 ni and cðnÞ ¼ d
dn
logGðnÞ, the digamma function.

From Equation (6) follows that the lower bound for Jkþ1 is reached when ni ¼ 1; i ¼ 1; . . . ; k þ 1,

namely logGðk þ 1Þ. This implies that b ¼ k þ 1 and the spacings on the data are such that the

information of the data to FxðxjtxÞ is maximal.

The aim is, given the dataset x1; . . . ; xk, to select k (or the threshold tx) as large as possible such that
the NDE is close to logG k þ 1ð Þ.

Applying this to the 1-day AM data with distribution function (3), we obtain tx ¼ 7750 m3/s.

Figure 4 shows graphs of the estimated negative differential entropies (NDE) with minimums at the

largest 19 and 22, respectively, exceedances over the thresholds after smoothing the entropies with

second degree polynomials.

The threshold for the 7-day aggregate AM is estimated as ty¼ 49 845 at k¼ 22 exceedances. The

extreme value indices are estimated as ĝx ¼ 0:2046 and ĝy ¼ 0:1486 for X and Y, respectively. The

estimates are obtained as the respective posterior means of the posterior distributions shown in

Figure 5. For instance, the posterior distribution of gx is given by

pxðgxjx1; . . . ; xkÞ / þ pxðgxÞ
Ykp
i¼1

xi

tx

� ��1=gx�1

(7)

and the MDI prior pxðgxÞ / expfE log fxðXjtxÞg is given by

pxðgxÞ /
1

gx

e�gx (8)

kp above refers to the number of paired observations (xi,yi)uch that ðxi > txLyi > tyÞ: It is calculated as
kp ¼ 18.

Graphs of the posteriors of gx and gy are shown in Figure 5.

Figure 4. Estimated negative differential entropies on the 1-day annual maxima and 7-day aggregate annual maxima
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The maximum of each posterior distribution shown in Figure 5 are the estimates of gx and gy ,

respectively. Substituting the estimates for gx and gy in the distribution functions in Equations (2), the

corresponding ðuiniÞ values can be calculated for each pair of observations . A comparison of the NDE

method for selecting the threshold with the method in Beirlant et al. (2004) to minimise the asymptotic

mean square error (AMSE) of the Hill estimate of g (Equation 4.22, page 125) shows some differences,

namely k(Beirlant)¼ 29 compared to k(NDE)¼ 19 on the X data. For the Y data it was found that

k(Beirlant)¼ 28 and k(NDE)¼ 22. These values compare fairly well taking into account that the

formula in Beirlant et al. (2004) are based on parameter free methods.

4. FITTING THE LOGISTIC COPULA

The three parameters gx,gy and can be estimated jointly through MCMC using the Metropolis

algorithme. The likelihood function given the observations ðxi; yiÞ; i ¼ 1; . . . ; kp exceeding the

thresholds tx and ty jointly, is given by like

ðgx; gy;fjðxi; yiÞ; i ¼ 1; . . . ; kÞ

¼
Yk

i¼1
Gðui; uiÞu�f�1

i v
�f�1
i u

�f
i þ v

�f
i

� �1
f
�2

u
�f
i þ v

�f
i

	 
1
fþðf� 1Þ u

�f
i þ v

�f
i

� �
(9)

where ui and vi are calculated using Equation (2).

Figure 5. Posterior distributions and gx and gy
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The joint prior is taken as

pðgx; gy;fÞ / ðgxgyÞ�1
e
�ðgxþgyÞ

pðfÞ; gx � gy (10)

where g�1
x e�gx is the MDI prior of gx for the Strict Pareto given in Equation (3). g�1

y e�gy is the

corresponding MDI prior for gy and 1 is the uniform prior of f.
Using gx ¼ 0:3; gy ¼ 0:23 and f ¼ 7 as starting values in the Metropolis algorithm, the simulated

posterior distributions after 10 000 iterations are shown in Figure 6.

From Figure 6 the values of the posterior distributions for each parameter seems to converge to a

certain value. The mean value to which each posterior converges is assumed to be the estimated value

for each parameter. The estimates are ĝx ¼ 0:3022; ĝy ¼ 0:2255 andf ¼ 6:9011. The estimates

obtained in Section 3 were estimated as ĝx ¼ 0:2046 and ĝy ¼ 0:1486, in Section 4 the three

parameters were estimated simultaneously as ĝx ¼ 0:3022; ĝy ¼ 0:2255 and f ¼ 6:9011. The

estimated parameter values in Section 3 differ slightly from those in Section 4, therefore the

dependence parameter f influences the other parameters. A contour of the logistic copula in terms of

the original data is shown in Figure 7 with the kp ¼ 18 observations.

From Figure 7 the model seems to give a good fit to data. One would like to have a more technical

measure for goodness of fit, but it is not explored here, except the graphical presentation above.

Goodness of fits of the model with special emphasis on the joint upper tails can be found for instance in

Klugman and Parsa (1999), who examined various processes in casualty insurances involving high

correlated pairs of variables, such as the loss and allocated loss adjustment expenses on single claims.

Figure 6. Simulation results of and ’
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Also Genest et al. (2006) address the goodness of fit procedures for copula models (based on

probability integral transformations).

Suppose we have to consider a tail probability for joint events such as PðX > 1100;
Y > 6:4 � 104Þ. Through the logistic copula, probabilities such as the following can be addressed:

PðX > 1100; Y > 6:4� 104Þ ¼ PðU > 2:9017; V > 2:3382Þ
¼ 1þ Gð2:9017; 2:3382Þ � Gð2:9017;1Þ � Gð1; 2:3382Þ

where Gð1; nÞ ¼ exp �n�1ð Þ and Gðu;1Þ ¼ exp �u�1ð Þ.

5. SELECTING THE THRESHOLD ON BIVARIATE DATA

To select the threshold on the bivariate data, we can follow the approach for selecting the threshold in

the univariate case described in Section 3. The benefit of choosing a single threshold is based on the

joint behaviour of the variables which may be an advantage. The method proposed here has not been

investigated in all its consequences, but does provide a calculated single threshold instead of selecting it

on the basis of the minimum exceedances as given in Section 3, namely min(19,22)¼ 19 exceedances.

We propose to use the distance of the observations from the origin as the variable, namely

Figure 7. Contours of the logistic copula density with data indicated by �s
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Z ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
X2 þ Y2

p
. Let Z�SParetoðgÞ conditional on Z > t: If FðzjtÞ is the true unknown distribution

function of Z and GðzjtÞ the SParetoðgÞ proposed model, then FðzjtÞ can be described through the

Dirichlet process with parameters ðGðzjtÞ; k þ 1Þ for the largest k z0s: The estimate of the NDE Jkþ1 is

calculated and is shown in Figure 8 with a qandratic smoothing. Taking the minimum on the smoothed

curve, k ¼ 26 is chosen for selecting the threshold t ¼ 4:8691� 104. The estimate for g (taken as the

posterior mean), is given by ĝ ¼ 0:1584 based on the largest k ¼ 26 observations. Using Beirlant’s

et al. (2004) min (AMSE) method for selecting the threshold, k¼ 28 against k¼ 26 through the NDE

was obtained.

The selection of k differs from the k¼ 19 selected through selecting the thresholds for each variable

seperately as in Section 3. The use of the distance measure Z can be criticised since two points ðx1; y1Þ
and ðx2; y2Þ can have the same extreme z value, but x1 and x2ðor y; and y2Þ are not extremes. Suppose

x1 ¼ 0, then the point ðx1; y1Þ will not be considered an extreme point according to the method used in

Section 3, while using the distance, it will be an extreme point.

For the Rhine data considered here where the 7-day aggregates are at least equal to the 1-day

discharges, the distance measure for selecting a threshold will be valid.

6. CONCLUSION

This paper has discussed the joint modelling of annual maximum river discharges and its aggregate

7-day annual maximum discharges. The environmental issue discussed is the importance of the

duration or persistence of high water levels. The case study used to illustrate the methodology is the

river Rhine in The Netherlands. The logistic copula is applied to estimate small tail probabilities on

joint events. Bounded strict Pareto marginals are assumed although other appropriate marginals can be

Figure 8. NDE on distances from the origin with a smoothed quadratic function
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assumed. The logistic copula seems to fit well to this data. It is interesting to see that the threshold

selection for 1-day AM with the minimisation based on NDE almost leads to the same result as a

physical-based threshold selection. At 7000m3/s the winterbed of the river Rhine starts filling up. The

EVI estimation of the marginal distributions differ quite much from the EVI estimation of the joint

probability density function, mainly caused by the dependency between the EVIs and the phi parameter

of the logistic copula.
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